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Abstract. In this research we introduce new types of c-continuous functions by using
N-open sets, also we submit some other kinds of functions by using the same sets such
as N∗-open and N∗∗-open functions, we discuss the relation between them. And we
show the relation between some types of normal spaces. We support our work by some
facts and examples.
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1. Introduction

Fashionable, the variant forms of functions have a considerable influence in the
topological spaces and many researchers have written about plentiful sorts of
it, such as the researchers Gentry et al. [1] , the introduce the concept of
c-continuous functions. we will use N -open sets [2] to define new types of c-
continuous function calledNc-continuous, N∗c-continuous andN∗∗ c-continuous
function. Also, we will introduce these types of Nc-continuous functions by
using N -closed sets, as well we will submit the relation between those kinds of
functions. By the same way we will introduce some kinds of N-open function
and the relation between them. And we will highlight on new types of N-
normal spaces. We will support our work with some examples, propositions and
theorems.

2. On Nc-continuous functions

Now we introduce the function of c-continuous and some types of Nc-continuous.
Both of ∂ and ρ are top. spaces.

Definition 2.1 ([1],[3]). The function m : (H, ∂) −→ (K, ρ) is c-continuous in
an element h of the space (H, ∂) if to any open set J in the space (K, ρ) where
m(h) ∈ J and its complement is compact, we delimit an open set C in (H, ∂)
with h ∈ C,m(C) ⊆ J . If m is c-continuous at every element in (H, ∂), hence
m is c-continuous on (H, ∂).
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Example 2.2. m : (H, ∂D) −→ (K, ρ) is c-continuous function.

Definition 2.3. m : (H, ∂) −→ (K, ρ) is Nc-continuous function if to any
element h ∈ (H, ∂) and to any open set J in (K, ρ),m(h) ∈ J and JC is compact,
we could delimit N -open set C ∈ (H, ∂) such that h ∈ C and m(C) ⊆ J .

Example 2.4. m : (H, ∂ind) −→ (K, ρ), where H is finite set, is Nc-continuous
function. We found the following proposition in [4], [5] without proof, we will
submit its proof here.

Proposition 2.5. If J is open set, it is an N -open set, because if J is open set
in the space (H, ∂), then to any h ∈ J , we could determine an open set J in
(H, ∂) where h ∈ J and J − J is finite set, so J is N-open set.

Example 2.6. Every set ∅ ̸= J ̸= H in the indiscrete space (H, ∂ind) with H is
finite set, is N -open set but not open.

Definition 2.7. Give m as a function where m : (H, ∂) −→ (K, ρ) , f is N∗c-
continuous function if to any elementh ∈ (H, ∂) and every N -open set J in
(K, ρ),m(h) is a subset J and JC is compact, we select an open set C in (H, ∂)
with m(C) ⊆ J .

Example 2.8. m : (H, ∂D) −→ (K, ρcof ) where ρ is finite set, m is N∗-
continuous function.

Definition 2.9. Suppose m : (H, ∂) −→ (K, ρ), hence m is N∗∗ c-continuous
function if to any point h in (H, ∂) and every N -open set J in (K, ρ),m(h) ⊆
JandJC is compact, we could select an N -open set C ∈ (H, ∂) with m(C) ⊆ J .

Example 2.10. IH : (H, ∂EX) −→ (H, ∂EX) is N∗∗ c-continuous function, X
is finite set, ℑEX = {C ⊆ H,h0 ∈ C for some h0 ∈ H} ∪ {∅}.

Definition 2.11 ([6]). Give H as a space, J ⊆ H,h is any element in J , then
h is an N -interior point for J if we select an N -open set C in H and h ⊆ C ⊆ J .

Remark 2.12. If {Jα|α ∈ Λ} is a collection of N -open sets, then Uα∈ΛJα is
also N -open.

Proof. Since {Jα|α ∈ Λ} is a combination of N -open sets in H, let h ∈
Uαi∈ΛJαi , so h ∈ Jαi for some αi ∈ Λ, therefore we can find an open set Cαj

in the space H and h ∈ Cαj , where Cαj − Jαj is finite, but Cαj − Uαi∈ΛJαi ⊆
Cαj − Jαj , then Cαj − Uαi∈ΛJαi is finite, hence Uαi∈ΛJαi is N-open set.

We found the following proposition in [7] without proof, we will introduce
its proof.

Proposition 2.13. Suppose (H, ∂) be a space, J be a set in H, so J is N-open
set iff J = J0N .
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Proof. Let J be an N -open set in H, to any element h in J, h ∈ J ⊆ H, so h
is an N-interior point to J, and since h is arbitrary point in J, so any point in
J is an N-interior point to J. Conversely, since J is a union of whole its points
which are N-interior points, so J = Ui∈ICi, Ci are N-open sets,∀i ∈ I, where
every N-open set from them containing at least one point of J (since every point
in J is an N-interior point), so by remark (3.12), J is an N-open set.

Theorem 2.14. Give m : H −→ K, then m is Nc-continuous iff to all open set
J in K with compact complement, m−1(J) is N-open set in H.

Proof. If m is Nc-continuous function, J is an open set in the space K and has
a compact complement, let h inside m−1(J), so m(h) is in J, therefore we can
select an N-open set C in H with h ∈ C and m(C) ⊆ J , then G ⊆ m−1(m(C)) ⊆
m−1(J), hence h is N-interior point to m−1(J) which implies m−1(J) is N-open
set (by proposition (3-13)). Conversely, if P is an open set in K with m(h) in
P where h is inside H, and has a compact complement, hence h ∈ m−1(P ), but
m−1(P ) is N-open subset of H (hypothesis), and m(m−1(P )) ⊆ P , Now let V
equal to m−1(P ), then m is Nc-continuous.

Example 2.15. m : (H, ∂ind) −→ (K, ρ) with H is finite, is Nc-continuous
function. In the same way of proofing the previous theorem, we can proof the
next proposition.

Proposition 2.16. If m : H −→ K, so m is N∗(N∗∗) c-continuous function iff
to every N-open set J of K and JC is compact, m−1(J) is open (N-open) set in
H.

Example 2.17. A function IH : (H, ∂D) −→ (H, ∂ind) where H is finite set, is
N∗(N∗∗) c-continuous function.

Definition 2.18 ([8]). An element h in a space H is a condensation point to a
subset P of H, when any open set C of H having the point h, C ∩ P is infinite.
When the set P includes all its condensation points, then it is N-closed set. And
PC is N-open set.

Example 2.19. Every set in the indiscrete space (H, ∂ind) where H is finite, is
N-closed set. We found the next Remark in [9] without proof, we introduce its
proof for completeness.

Remark 2.20. Suppose (H, ∂) is a space, hence any closed set in H is an N-
closed, because when P is a closed set inside H, and h ∈ H and h does not
belong to P, so h ∈ PC , since P is closed set then PC is open. But P ∩PC = ∅
which is finite, so h is not a condensation point for P, hence every condensation
point for P is inside it, therefore P is N-closed.

Theorem 2.21. m : H −→ K is Nc-continuous function iff for any closed and
compact set P of K, its inverse image is N-closed set in H.
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Proof. Give m as Nc-continuous function and P is closed and compact set in
K, so PC is an open set of K and its complement is compact (given), since
m is Nc-continuous function so m−1(PC) is N-open set in the space H, but
m−1(PC) = (m−1(P ))c, then ((m−1(P ))c)c = m−1(P ) is N-closed set of H.
Conversely, suppose J is an open set in K and JC is compact, m−1(JC) =
(m−1(J))c is N-closed subset of the space H, and the complement of the last one
is equal tom−1(J) is N-open set of H, therefore m is Nc-continuous function.

Example 2.22. IH : (H, ∂ind) −→ (H, ∂) where H is finite, is Nc-continuous
function. We can proof the following two propositions by the same way of proof
the last theorem.

Proposition 2.23. If m : H −→ K is N∗c-continuous function iff for every
N-closed and compact subset P of K, its inverse image is closed set of H.

Example 2.24. IH : (H, ∂D) −→ (H, ∂D) where H is finite set, isN∗c-continuous
function.

Proposition 2.25. If m : H −→ K is N∗∗c-continuous function iff to any
N-closed and compact set P of K, its inverse image is N-closed set of H.

Example 2.26. The function in example (3-24) satisfies the previous proposi-
tion.

Remark 2.27. 1. If m is c-continuous function, then it is Nc-continuous.

2. If m is N∗-continuous function, so m is c-continuous.

3. When m is N∗-continuous function, hence it is N∗∗c-continuous.

4. When m is c-continuous function, it is not necessarily N∗∗c-continuous.

5. If m is N∗∗c-continuous function, it is not needs to be c-continuous.

6. If m is N∗-continuous function, hence it is Nc-continuous.

7. When m is N∗∗c-continuous function, so it is Nc-continuous.

The converses of (1, 2, 3, 6, 7) is untrue, the next example shows that.

Example 2.28. 1. If H is a finite set, then m : (H, ∂ind) −→ (H, ∂D) is Nc-
continuous function but not c-continuous.

2. Give H as a finite set, then IH : (H, ∂ind) −→ (H, ∂ind) is c-continuous
function but not N∗-c-continuous.

3. Suppose H is a finite set, m : (H, ∂ind) −→ (H, ∂D) is N∗∗c-continuous
function but not N∗-c-continuous.

4. m : (ℜ, ∂D) −→ (ℜ, ∂ind) is c-continuous function but notN∗∗ c-continuous.

5. Give H as a finite set, then m : (H, ∂ind) −→ (H, ∂D) is N
∗∗c-continuous

function but not c-continuous.

6. m : (H, ∂ind) −→ (H, ∂ind) where H is finite, it is Nc-continuous function
but not N∗c-continuous.

7. m : (H, ∂ind) −→ (H, ∂ind) where H is finite, it is Nc-continuous function
but not N∗∗c-continuous.
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Definition 2.29 ([9]). (H, ∂) is NT1-space if to all distinct points q,r in it, we
could select two N-open sets J,G with q ∈ J, r is not in J, and r ∈ C, q is not in
C.

Example 2.30. The discrete space (ℜ, ∂D) is NT1-space. We found the follow-
ing proposition in [9] without proof, we introduce its proof for completeness.

Proposition 2.31. The space (H, ∂) is NT1-space iff each singleton point in it
is N-closed set.

Proof. If H is NT1-space, r is not in H, to any q ∈ H then q ̸= r, but H is
NT1-space, so choose N -open sets J,C in H and q inside J, r does not belong
to J and r belong to C, q does not belong to C, so C ∩ {q} = ∅ which is finite
set, so r is not condensation point for {q}, since r is arbitrary, so {q} contains
each of its condensation points and then it is N -closed set. Contrariwise, if {q}
is an N -closed set to any q ∈ H, r is any element in H with q not equal to r,
so {q}, {r} are N -closed subsets in H (by hypothesis), hence {q}c is N -open
subset from H where r is in {q}c,q is not in {q}c and {r}c is N -open subset
from H such that q in {r}c,r is not in {r}c and therefore H is NT1-space.

Theorem 2.32. If (K, ρ) is T1-space and m : H −→ K is Nc-continuous and
one to one function, hence (H, ∂) is NT1-space.

Proof. If h is in H, so {m(h)} is a subset of K but K is a NT1-space, so {m(h)}
is closed and compact set in K, {m(h)}C is open in K with closed and compact
complement, m−1({m(h)}C) = m−1(K − {m(h)}) = H −m−1({m(h)}) = H −
{h} which is N-open subset from H (because m is Nc-continuous function), hence
h is N-closed subset from H, therefore H is NT1-space (proposition (3.31)). The
following proposition can be proof by the same way of the proof for previous
theorem.

Proposition 2.33. When K is NT1-space and m : H −→ K is N∗c-continuous
and one to one function, then H is T1-space.

Proposition 2.34. WhenK is NT1-space andm : H −→ K is N∗∗c-continuous
and one to one function, then H is NT1-space.

Example 2.35. m : (H, ∂D) −→ (K, ρD), satisfying (3-32), (3-33) and (3-34).

Definition 2.36 ([9], [10], [11]). (H, ∂) is N -normal space if to any closed sets
O and , O ∩P = ∅, we could delimit two N -open sets J,C such that J ∩C = ∅,
with O ⊆ J and P ⊆ C.

Example 2.37. The space (H, ∂ind) with H is finite set, is N -normal space.

Definition 2.38 ([12]). (H, ∂) is N∗-normal space if to all N -closed sets O and
P where O ∩ P = ∅, there are two open sets J,C and J ∩ C = ∅, with O ⊆ J
and P ⊆ C.
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Example 2.39. The discrete space (H, ∂D) where H is finite set, is N∗-normal
space.

Definition 2.40 ([12]). A space X is N∗∗-normal space if for each N -closed sets
F and H with F ∩H = ∅, we can find N -open sets U and G where U ∩G = ∅,
with F ⊆ U and H ⊆ G.

Example 2.41. The discrete space (X,LD) where X is finite set, is N∗∗-normal
space.

Remark 2.42. 1. If H is normal space, so it is N -normal ([12]).
2. When H is N∗-normal space, then it is normal ([12]).
3. If H is normal space, it is not necessarily N (∗∗)-normal.
4. If H is N (∗∗)-normal space, it is not needs to be normal.
5. When H is N∗-normal space, hence it is N (∗∗)-normal.
6. When HN∗-normal space, so it is N -normal.
7. If H is N (∗∗)-normal space, then it is N -normal.
The converse of (1, 2, 5, 6, 7) is not true.

Example 2.43. 1. Let H = {2, 3, 4} and ∂ = {∅,H, {2} , {2, 3} , {2, 4}}, hence
(H, ∂) is N -normal space but not normal.

2. Let H = {1, 2, 3} and ∂ = {∅,H, {1} , {2} , {1, 2}} , so (H, ∂) is normal
space while not N∗-normal.

3. (R, ∂u) is normal space while not N∗∗-normal.
4. Let H = {2, 3, 4} and ∂ = {∅,H, {2} , {2, 3} , {2, 4}}, then (H, ∂) is N∗∗-

normal space but not normal.
5. The indiscrete space (H, ∂ind) where H = {1, 2, 3} is N∗∗-normal space

but not N∗-normal.
6. Let H = {2, 3, 4} and ∂ = {∅,H, {2} , {2, 3} , {2, 4}}, then (H, ∂) is N -

normal space but not N∗-normal.

Definition 2.44 ([13]). m : H → K is open function when m(J ) is open set in
K to all open set J in H.

Example 2.45. m : (H, ∂D) → (K, ∂D) is open function.

Definition 2.46 ([14]). m : H → K is N -open function if to all open set J in
H,m(J ) is N -open subset from K.

Example 2.47. IH : (H, ∂ind) → (H, ∂ind), where H is finite, is N -open func-
tion.

Definition 2.48. m : H → K is N∗(N∗∗)-open function when to any N -open
subset J in H,m(J ) is open (N -open) set from K.

Example 2.49. 1. IH : (H, ∂ind) → (H, ∂ind), where H is finite, is N∗∗-open
function.

2. m : (R, ∂D) → (R, ∂D) is N
∗-open function.
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Remark 2.50. 1. Every open function is N -open.
2. Every N∗-open function is open.
3. Not every open function is N∗∗-open.
4. Not every N∗∗-open function is open.
5. Every N∗-open function is N -open.
6. Every N∗∗-open function is N -open.

The converse of (1, 2, 5, 6) is untrue, we give the next example to that.

Example 2.51. 1. IH : (H, ∂D) → (H, ∂D), where H is finite, is N -open
function but not open.

2. IH : (H, ∂ind) → (H, ∂ind), where H is finite, is open function but not
N∗-open.

3. IH : (H, ∂ind) → (H, ∂cof ) is open function but not N∗∗-open.
4. IH : (H, ∂D) → (H, ∂ind), where H is finite, is N∗∗-open function but not

open.
5. IH : (H, ∂ind) → (H, ∂cof ), where H is finite set, is N -open function but

not N∗-open.
6. IH : (H, ∂ind) → (H, ∂cog) where m(h) = h to any h ∈ H,H is finite set,

is N -open function but not N∗∗-open.

Definition 2.52 ([15]). (H, ∂D) is T2-space if to every not equal points q, r in
H, we could find two open sets J , C with q ∈ J , r ∈ C and J ∩ C = ∅.

Example 2.53. (H, ∂) is T2-space.

Definition 2.54. (H, ∂D) is NT2-space if to not equal element q, r ∈ H, there
are two N -open sets J , C in the space H, where q ∈ J , r ∈ C and J ∩ C = ∅.

Theorem 2.55. If m : H → K is Nc-continuous, open and surjective where H
is N∗-normal space and K is T1-space, hence K is T2-space.

Proof. Suppose q ̸= r are elements in K, because K is T1-space, {q}, {r}
are closed sets in K, and they are compact since they are finite sets, then
the inverse image of these sets are N -closed sets in H (Theorem (3.21)), H
is N∗-normal space, then ∃ two open sets J,C in H, where (m−1({q})) ⊆ J
and (m({r})) ⊆ C, hence m(m({q})) ⊆ m(J), m(m−1({r})) ⊆ m(C), where
m(m({q})) and m(m−1({r})) are open subsets from K (because m is open),
m(J) ∩m(C) = m(J ∩ C) = m(∅) = ∅, so K is T2-space.

Definition 2.56 ([16]). If m : H → K is N -continuous if to any open subset J
in H, m(J ) is N -open set in H.

Example 2.57. When H is finite set, m : (H, ∂ind) → (H, ∂D), is N -continuous
function.

Definition 2.58. If m : H → K is N∗-continuous if to any N -open J subset in
K, m−1(J ) is open set in H.
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Example 2.59. m : (H, ∂D) → (H, ∂ind) with H is finite set, is N∗-continuous
function.

Definition 2.60. If m : H → K is N∗∗-continuous if to all N -open subset J
from K, m−1(J ) is N -open subset from H.

Example 2.61. m : (H, ∂D) → (H, ∂ind) with H is finite set, is N∗∗-continuous
function.

Theorem 2.62. Let m : (H, ∂) → (K, ρ),m∗ : (H, ∂) → (K, ρ∗), and i :
(K, ρ′) → (K, ρ∗), and suppose that ρ∗ contains a base consist from open sets
having compact complement in ρ′ . Whenever i is continuous function, i−1 is
Nc-continuous. m is Nc-continuous if m∗ is Nc-continuous, where m∗(h) =
m(h), for any h inside H.

Proof. Suppose m is Nc-continuous function and J is open set in (K, ρ∗), since
ρ∗ contains a base consist from open and compact sets in ρ′ , so JC is compact,
and ρ∗ ⊂ ρ′ , so J ⊂ ρ′ and because m is Nc-continuous, so m−1(J ) is N -
open set in H, but m∗(h) = m(h), for any h in H, so m−1

∗ (J ) is N -open set in
H, therefore m∗ is Nc-continuous function. Now to prove that i is continuous
function, suppose J is open set in (K, ρ∗), so it is an open set (K, ρ′), hence
i is continuous function (since i−1(J ) = J ). To manifestation that i−1 is Nc-
continuous, suppose J is an open subset from (K, ρ′) and its complement is
compact, so J ⊂ ρ∗, then J is N -open subset from (K, ρ∗) (by proposition
(3-5)), so i−1 is Nc-continuous function (since (i−1)−1(J ) = i(J ) = J ).
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